Rapid stereological quantitation of temporal neocortex in TLE.
To determine the extent of neocortical atrophy in the temporal lobe using rapid stereological analysis of magnetic resonance slices in patients with temporal lobe epilepsy and to compare the findings to those obtained by visual analysis of high-resolution magnetic resonance images. 25 patients with temporal lobe epilepsy, along with 25 age-matched controls were scanned using a 1.5 Tesla magnetic resonance imaging machine (GE signa systems Paris). Visual analysis was performed on standard high-resolution images. Volumetric analysis of hippocampus and temporal neocortex was performed using computer-aided stereology (MEASURE program, Patrick Barta, Johns Hopkins, Baltimore, USA). Stereological volumetric analysis demonstrated isolated hippocampal atrophy in only nine (36%) cases including three (12%) with bilateral disease. However, eight (32%) cases had combined hippocampal and neocortical atrophy and three (12%) had isolated neocortical atrophy. All volumetric measurements took less than 10 min. On the other hand, visual analysis suggested that 17 (68%) had hippocampal atrophy alone with only two (8%) having combined neocortical atrophy and a further two (8%) having isolated neocortical atrophy. Nearly half of the patients had temporal neocortical atrophy with or without hippocampal atrophy. This rapid, accurate and non-biased quantitative technique has wide clinical utility and is significantly more valuable in detecting neocortical atrophy than visual analysis alone. The results support the notion that abnormalities may be overlooked by current standards of routine magnetic resonance imaging.